the W collection

object to ordinary
We believe functional products can be fabulous.
Every Objecto unit has its unique style and
personality, yet every unit is identical in its detail
and flawless performance.
Objecto debuts our Limited Edition “W”
Collection. Along with select Japanese
designers, Objecto’s unique hybrid technology
fills a niche in the home décor market. All
Objecto’s units are whisper quiet and emanate
a fine and even mist. No product appears as it
seems, with added surprising benefits in each
element.
The additional aromatherapy feature in each
humidifier further enhances the ambiance.
Humidifiers that are safe as they are attractive now that’s a packaged deal.
Objecto - object to ordinary
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W4
Hybrid Humidifier
W4 is the rustic upgrade to Objecto’s classic
humidifier. The wooden look lends a sophistication
to your living space. The elongated figure and subtle
change in curvature ensure that the same even mist
provides your space with the best air.
Features:
Matching remote control
Heats water to ensure a pure, natural mist
Whisper quiet operation
Removable, antibacterial water tank
2-4 hour timer
Automatic shut-off upon empty tank
3 mist output levels
Aroma therapy feature
Dimensions: 9” x 9” x 15”
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W7
Ultrasonic Humidifier
A modern classic, the W7 serves as a floor model
and the elongated piece lends an elegance to every
room. Using ultrasonic technology the W7 funnels
room temperature mist through its sweeping organic
silhouette. We’ve created a real statement piece not
to be cornered away.
Features:
Ultrasonic room temperature mist
Whisper quiet operation
Removable antibacterial water tank
Floor standing base with aroma therapy feature
Automatic shut off upon empty tank
3 mist output levels
Dimensions: 6” x 6” x 30”
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W9
Hybrid Tower Humidifier
The W9 embodies an urban smartness and
unequivocal confidence. The tall, clean lines and
flared side profile look as innovative as the hybrid
technology within. It can also be operated with a
well-hidden remote control.
Features:
Remote control
Whisper quiet operation
Heats water to ensure a pure and natural mist
Removable antibacterial water tank
Floor standing base with aroma therapy feature
Automatic shut off upon empty tank
3 mist output levels
Dimensions: 9” x 9” x 34”
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